MINUTES
of the
PUBLIC HEARING HELD ON
MAY 14, 2014

THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI, STATE OF HAWAII, CONVENED A PUBLIC
HEARING ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 2014 AT 6:03 P.M., IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER,
KALANA 0 MAUI BUILDING, WAILUKU, HAWAII, WITH CHAIR GLADYS C. BAISA
PRESIDING, FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVING TESTIMONY ON THE PROPOSED
BILL ENTITLED "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM".

CHAIR BAISA: Will the public hearing of the Maui County Council please come to order.
Today is May 14, 2014, and it's about five minutes after 6 p.m.
The purpose of the public hearing this evening is to receive testimony on Bill
No. 29 (2014), entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE MAUI
ISLAND PLAN IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM". The purpose of the bill is to adopt
the Maui Island Plan's Implementation Program, pursuant to
Section 2.80B.030(G)(4), Maui County Code.
Mr. Clerk, if you would please call the roll.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT: COUNCILMEMBERS ELEANORA COCHRAN, DONALD G.
COUCH JR., S. STACY CRIVELLO, DONALD S. GUZMAN,
MICHAEL B. WHITE, MICHAEL P. VICTORINO, AND CHAIR
GLADYS C. BAISA.
EXCUSED: COUNCILMEMBER G. RIKI HOKAMA AND VICE-CHAIR
ROBERT CARROLL.
There were approximately 26 members of the public in attendance.

COUNTY CLERK DENNIS A. MATEO: Madam Chair, seven Members are present,
two excused; a quorum is set.
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CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk, thank you. Let's proceed. Was the Notice of the Public Hearing
published?

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
COUNTY CLERK: Madam Chair, Notice of the Public Hearing on the proposed "BILL FOR
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE MAUI ISLAND PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
PROGRAM" was published in the May 7, 2014 issue of the Maui News.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Before we proceed with today's agenda, may I please request that everyone silence
your cellphones or anything that might make noise. Decorum in the chamber will be
maintained at all times.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Madam Chair, proceeding with presentation of testimony. We have
established limited telephone interactive communication that enables individuals from
Hana, Lanai, and Molokai to provide testimony from our District Offices. Individuals
who wish to offer testimony from Hana, Lanai, and Molokai, should now sign up with
the District Office staff. Individuals who wish to offer testimony in the chamber,
please sign up at the desk located on the eighth floor lobby just outside the chamber
door.
Testimony at all locations is limited to the item listed on today's agenda. And
pursuant to the Rules of the Council, each testifier is allowed to testify for up to three
minutes with one minute to conclude if requested. When testifying, please state your
name and the name of any organization you represent.
Hana Office, please identify yourself and introduce your first testifier.
MS. DAWN LONO: Good evening, Chair. This is Dawn Lono at the Hana Office, and the
first testifier is Barbara Ann Benton, testifying on Bill No. 29, on behalf of the Hana
Community Association.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Dawn. Please proceed.
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TESTIMONY
MS. BARBARA ANN BENTON, HANA COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:
Good evening, Chairwoman Baisa. I just wanted to share that, the Bill 29, please
restore the GPAC recommendation that all studies and documents completed more
than five years prior to an application shall be considered out of date unless the
decision-making body of twelve by a positive vote that the document is still timely and
relevant.
This seems important considering the obvious concerns for the potential that
developers could use studies that are years old and possibly not applicable to the
current situation. This can only serve to improve the response to infrastructure
concerns as well as keeping up to date with necessary improvements as a result of
large projects. The County should be assured that it can keep up with the impact of
the environment and infrastructure as rapid growth takes space.
On page 10-4, in the next to the last paragraph, change the word "may" back to
"shall" "To ensure that no annbigu-MS. LONO: Ambiguity.
MS. BENTON:
I'm sorry, "no ambiguities exist regarding infrastructure funding
responsibilities, the County shall establish an infrastructure funding strategy to ensure
that infrastructure improvement are implemented prior to or concurrent with
development by the responsible party depending on the nature of the infrastructure
project."
Considering the emphasis and importance of maintaining current infrastructure and
ensuring the continual upgrading of necessary infrastructure based on need. It
seems the County would want to ensure it can fund as necessary these important
services.
Three, please insert all future community plan and zoning entitlements shall have a
fixed time limit. The entitlement should be considered void unless an appeal for an
extension of two-years has been approved by the County Council. And it seems
appropriate to have protection in place if a developer does not implement a proposed
development in a timely manner. This will assist in keeping a rational and reasonable
handle on development and a clear view of what is proposed, what is in place, so
what is being considered can be in context.
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If a developer does not implement this land within a reasonable amount of time, they
should be required to return to the table to explain and request an extension to keep
the item in the-COUNTY CLERK: Three minutes.
MS. BENTON: --and on the radar. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Members, is there any need for clarification of the testimony? Seeing none, thank
you very much for testifying.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you, Hana.
We're going to move on to Lanai District Office. Please identify yourself and
introduce your first testifier.
MS. DENISE FERNANDEZ: Good evening, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez on Lanai and
there is no one waiting to testify.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Molokai Office, please identify yourself and introduce your first testifier.
MS. ELLA ALCON: Good evening, Chair. This is Ella Alcon on Molokai, and there is no
one here waiting to testify.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Madam Chair, we have 15 individuals who have signed up to testify in the Council
chamber. The first person to testify in the chamber is Mr. Richard Pohle, to be
followed by Ms., Mr. Martin [sic].
CHAIR BAISA: Before we have Mr. Pohle begin, the Chair would like to ask you that if you
are the person who is going to follow, would you please try to come into the seat over
on this side so that we'll save a lot of time. I'd appreciate that, thank you.
Mr. Pohle, go ahead.
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MR. RICHARD POHLE:
Thank you, Madam Chair. I would like to direct your attention to this graph that is in
your, my testimony, if you'd have, I'm talking to it. I sent this three weeks ago and it
comes from the presentation of the DWS on the third of the, on the nineteenth of
March, 2014. They are discussing their plan to implement this MIP.
And now, on the bottom, you will see years. And on the "y" axis, you will see million
gallons a day, and you'll see that right now at 213 [sic], we were at 10,000 meters at
1.7 million gallons a day. And the total demand of the Upcountry meter list is
17 mega-gallons a day.
You'll notice also that there is a sloping red line of 1.2 percent allowed growth to the
population level; remember water is population. On the year 2030, 1.2 percent of
growth is approximately 30 names a year at, and 30 parcels names a year, and each
parcel on average has 6.6 meters attached to it.
You'll now notice the green line shows source capacity. And source capacity means
new wells; and he has Hamakuapoko Well there. And you'll notice there are no wells
established until the year 2023. And the reason is you have set the population
growth in the MIP so low that he doesn't need any, and therefore he is perfectly
justified because Director Taylor does what he is told; to not get Piiholo South Well
when he had the chance. And Kula Ridge tried to associate with the Water
Department to drill their own well for their own development, and they were refused
because, again, the DWS didn't need it.
Now, David Taylor has told you that the entire bottleneck of Upcountry meter awards
is the lack of well-water, that is groundwater, in the case of a drought. Other times,
there's plenty of water, but during a drought there is no, he cannot take the chance
because if there's not enough water as he's told you last October, the pumps will
suck air and the negative backflow from the farms will fill up Upcountry pipes above
Makawao and it will contaminate them. So, he needs well but he won't get them
unless you tell him that you need them. And this is in the MIP. You have given him
$100 million to do with what he wants. But he's told you he's not going to drill
anymore wells.
Now the State of Hawaii is drilling wells in Pukalani for the Hawaiian Homeland but
there seems to be no indication that you are going to drill wells for the people on the
list.
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Now, let me explain why the Upcountry demand is so high, there's twenty,
12,500 new meters; that's more than double what we have now. And that will be met
in the year 2080 at 1.2 allowed growth. So, that's because you have withheld
demand from 30 years ago, you had not issued meters. And 20 years ago you put
everyone on a priority list. There was no penalty for joining so everyone, because
they knew they were on a time list, they joined. And then two, a year ago, two years
ago you told people that unless they put their names on the list, they would never see
a meter in their lifetime. And of course, everyone joins; 400 parcels joined in the last
two months. That's why this list is completely hollow.
But, you have to, by law, go down priority-wise. And a lot of people don't really want
it, but they have to take it because they'll never see it again if they refuse this
opportunity. And, so, according to the plan, if there are no new wells you will still
have rationing by meters, and the Upcountry lines will be contaminated if there is a
next drought. And, Director Taylor will say these are your policies-COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MR. POHLE: --Councilmen, not my policies.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank, thank you, Mr.
MR. POHLE: I hope you will read this and understand it. It comes with words to explain it.
Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Pohle.
Members, any need for clarification of the testimony? Seeing none, thank you very
much.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is M. J. Martin [sic], to be followed by Mike Moran.
MR. M. J. PARTIN, MAUI COFFEE ASSOCIATION:
Aloha. My name is M. J. Partin. I own Maui Jo Coffee Company in Kula. I am a
member of the Maui Coffee Association. Tonight I'm speaking on behalf of the Maui
Coffee Association; an organization with over 100 farmers, roasters, and purveyors
here in Maui County.
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We support the implementation of the Maui Island Plan. Some of our members had a
hand in developing the plan and it represents hundreds of hours of careful
consideration by the citizens in our community. One of the parts we liked the best
was the community advisory boards that would have enabled each community to
have a voice in how their growth was managed and directed. But, that very important
part of the plan has been removed.
In the rest of the county, or excuse me, in the rest of the country, every little town has
a mayor and a city council that represents each little community; towns as small as
800 people. Each of our communities are considerably larger than that. We don't
have that here in Hawaii. The Maui Island Plan by, the Maui Island Plan, by including
these advisory boards, gave a local voice back to the planning process. They would
be staffed by volunteers and have already been successful in Hana.
Please restore the provision that included these advisory boards in the five Maui
districts where most of the development is taking place. Mahalo. Thank you for your
time Madam Chair and Members of the Council.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Members, any need for clarification? Seeing none, thank you so much.
MR. PARTIN: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Mike Moran, to be followed by Tom Cannon.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MR. MIKE MORAN, KIHEI COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:
Good evening, Chair Baisa and Councilmembers. Thank you for having this meeting
in the evening; give the opportunity to a lot of folks that can't come during the
daytime.
(Councilmember White was excused from the public hearing at 6:18 p.m.)
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MR. MORAN: My name is Mike Moran, speaking for the Kihei Community Association. We
did submit in writing an extensive testimony. I will give kind of an abbreviated version
because I would have to speed talk very quickly and my accent, most people would
miss most of it.
The Kihei Community Association requests that the present version of the Maui
Island Plan's Implementation Program be amended by the Council to include some of
the deleted GPAC recommendations which were based on the testimonies from
hundreds of Maui residents and most community associations at dozens of public
meetings.
Unfortunately, the GPAC recommendations were deleted from the Planning Director's
recommended Implementation Program which formed the basis for your Planning
Committee's transmittal to the full Council. KCA, as an all-volunteer association, we
feel an action of this nature is detrimental to community initiative, which implies that
the volunteer efforts of this magnitude are meaningless to our County government.
The most important of the deleted GPAC proposals are summarized here. They
should be reinserted into the Implementation Program because they will help to better
implement the Maui Island Plan's policies that you have already adopted.
1.

South Maui Community Plan district shall have its own permanent community
district advisory committee.

2.

The need for neutral environmental reviews. Documents shall be prepared by
a consultant selected by and under the direction of the Planning Department.
The consultant shall be paid by the developer making a proposal.

(Councilmember White returned to the public hearing at 6:20 p.m.)
MR. MORAN:
3.

Relevance of old documents. All studies and documents completed more than
five years prior to an application shall be considered out of date, unless the
decision-making body affirms by a positive vote that the document is still timely
and relevant.

4.

All future community plan and zoning entitlements shall have a fixed time limit.

5.

Revenues needed to satisfy infrastructure requirements of the Maui Island
Plan. Impact fees need to be assessed in future developments.
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Okay well, it went quicker than I thought. I'll use the last time to kind of offer
something. You know, when we have the, our community plans, the process has
started but, I'm just speaking for South Maui, we expect ours to be coming up a year
or two years. And to get people really revved up that they want to participate, I'll tell
you that comment made to me already when we're kind of feeling people out.
COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MR. MORAN: It's a waste of time. Look what they did to the GPAC. So, how are we going
to get community involvement when these things happen. Thank you very much for
the opportunity. Aloha.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Members, any need to clarify testimony? Seeing none, thank you, Mike.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Mr. Tom Cannon. Following Mr. Cannon, we will
return to the District Office of Hana.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
MR. TOM CANNON:
Good evening, Chair Baisa and Councilmembers. I am Tom Cannon, a Maui-born
architect and land planner, speaking as Chairman of the Maui Island General Plan
Advisory Committee, or GPAC.
As you may know, GPAC is still in existence and shall exist until the General and
Maui Island Plans are finally approved. In that GPAC spent three years working on
these plan, I would invite you to enlist GPAC input in your deliberations. First, I want
to express GPAC's general or specific support for the six recommended
Implementation chapter changes outlined by Lucienne deNaie and Dick Mayer, and
supported by others here tonight.
The ordinance that gave rise to the General and Maui Island Plans, and to GPAC
delineated a bottom up grassroots process where in our 25 member committee,
representing every part of Maui, all genders, races, cultures, and many walks of life;
was to come up with initial plans that express community concerns and priorities.
These plans were then to be transmitted to the Planning Commission for their input
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and then onto the Council for their input and approval. The six recommendations
contained the gist of several strongly held GPAC positions.
Unfortunately, there were other GPAC recommendations that were not transmitted on
to the Planning Commission or County Council that I would like to encourage you to
revisit, to revisit some other chapters of the Maui Island Plan in light of this.
One significant recommendation left untransmitted was that the County should
immediately begin to plan for the relocation of the Kahului Sewage Treatment Plant
out of the tsunami flood zone while an orderly transition is still possible.
Without having the benefit of that advice, the County has recently decided to harden
the shoreline fronting the outdated wastewater injection facility with a thousand foot
seawall. Whereas the County has long discouraged and not allowed such seawalls
by the public, it is now about to build one itself, increasing tsunami related hazards
and likely causing severe erosion problems at the nearby world class kite-surfing
beach. If GPAC's advice had been transmitted, perhaps this dangerous, destructive,
and extremely expensive $4.5 million development could have been avoided and we
would be moving toward a more sustainable solution.
Another GPAC recommendation that was not transmitted was to include non-highway
interregional transit corridors in the Maui Island Plan so that we could begin, we could
plan ahead to avoid the expensive problems Oahu is having, trying to implement a
modern train-based people moving system. Whereas Honolulu now has to shoehorn
their modern system into a dense urban environment by planning ahead, Maui is still
able to set aside corridors on less expensive rural land.
GPAC mapped out general and detailed routes for these multi-modal corridors, not
only for the use of modern convenient energy-efficient raised trains that would not
divide the land below them, but also for use as hiking, biking, equestrian, and jogging
paths, safely away from highways and for growing agriculture as well.
Unless these transit aspects of the Maui Island Plan are revisited and included, they
may never be able, we may never be able to have such a wonderful community
amenity. As in subsequent years, such corridors will become too complicated and
expensive to accomplish. Only by planning ahead will we have this option, and with
it, the ability to avoid needing freeways on Maui altogether. The system doesn't need
to be built now or even soon, but it must be in the plan now making it more simply
accommodated and affordable, affordable.
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The fact that these two GPAC recommendations were not even transmitted for further
consideration shows that the bottom up intention of the General and Maui Island Plan
ordinance was not always achieved. A plan is only as good as-COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MR. CANNON: --it's implementation. I'll finish up. If the word "shall" is replaced by the
word "may" too many times, we shall no longer have a true plan but rather an
unenforceable wish list. The difference of one word can be as divergent as fire, from
fire ant or fire weed. All these are dangerous but specificity and details are important
to implementing an effective plan of action.
On behalf of GPAC, please consider the specific recommendations we worked long
and hard on as community volunteers. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Cannon.
Members, any need for clarification of the testimony?
Chair would urge you not to take up too much time with applause. We are getting it,
believe me.
Go ahead, Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Madam Chair. And thank you, Mr. Cannon for
being here, and thank you for your time volunteering on the General Plan Advisory
Committee.
It's my understanding from your testimony that you, the GPAC supports Lucienne's
recommend, Ms. deNaie's recommendations?
MR. CANNON: These were-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: That were submitted in testimony?
MR. CANNON: These were in our recommendations, the gist of them was included in our
recommendation to-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So the GPAC hasn't met to-MR. CANNON: It hasn't been able to meet--
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --to actually make that endorsement?
MR. CANNON: --to look at this exact wording, no.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So, the GPAC discussed the Implementation Plan?
MR. CANNON: Yes, we did.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: How long did it-MR. CANNON: We had an independent or, what was it called, a-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Independent Review Committee.
MR. CANNON: Investigative Review Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Investigative Review Committee, yeah.
MR. CANNON: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So, and how many people were on that committee?
MR. CANNON: I can't remember how many people, ten, nine, eight.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. And, so, but the full GPAC didn't discuss this at all did
they?
MR. CANNON: No. We took all that time and then we got rushed at the end.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. And of those eight members, was there consensus on
the recommendations?
MR. CANNON: We never got to look at their recommendations.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. So, the GPAC has not made these recommendations
then?
MR. CANNON: Not specifically. But-COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, thank you.
MR. CANNON: --the gist of them has been made by GPAC.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr., thank you Mr. Couch.
Any further need for clarification? Seeing none, Mr. Cannon, thank you.
MR. CANNON: Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you for volunteering.
MR. CANNON: Thanks.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Hana Office, please introduce your next testifier. And Hana will be
followed by George Chyz.
Hana Office.
MS. LONO: Hello. This is Dawn in Hana, and John Blumer-Buell is our next testifier.
CHAIR BAISA: Proceed, Mr. Buell.

MR. JOHN BLUMER-BUELL:
Aloha, Chair Baisa. Can you hear me?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, aloha.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: Hello?
COUNTY CLERK: Go ahead, Mr. Buell, Blumer-Buell.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: Thanks. Aloha, Chair Baisa and Councilmembers. This is John
Blumer calling from Hana. And I first want to say mahalo to the other 24 members
that served on the General Plan Advisory Committee, and to all the Maui residents
who participated and testified in this process. I want to give a mahalo to Tom
Cannon who chaired the GPAC, and a particular special mahalo to Vice-Chair Dick
Mayer who has done so much to track this entire process for the community.
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I have earlier submitted a three-page testimony to both Council Services and to, to
our County Clerk. And I just hope you will take the time to read it. I, because of the
time pressures, I can't possibly finish it, but I ask you to please read it and consider it.
At the very start it says the long, the long-range Implementation Program does not
"provide adequate public facilities and infrastructure essential for the growth of
communities, the protection of public health and safety, and the enhancement of the
natural and built environments". And then I give a, a number of specific examples in
the Hana Community Plan District regarding, for example, there are profound
omissions of the Hana District regarding water, wastewater, and solid waste. I go in,
go on to quote the in, the critical parts of the, of the Hana Community Plan and, and
this is all very poignant information. I want to go to the end so that you can consider
that.
One of the, in Appendix C, under "Infrastructure: Parks", 6.6.2 Action 3, there is no
mention of a Hana District Bicycle Master Plan. Please correct the omission.
Possible Hana Bikeways, Greenways, and Open Space Master Plans were
discussed in the GPAC process. There is an ongoing effort to establish a plan for the
growing number of local residents and visitors who are bicyclists.
In Appendix C, "Infrastructure: Parks", 6.6.2 Action 7, it says, "Establish communitybased advisory boards where necessary to help prioritize the purchase of park and
recreational lands and facilities". This is a good idea that should be expanded to
address implementation of the Maui Island Plan from the community perspective.
Please establish community advisory boards in each of the six community plan
districts to directly address implementation of Bill 29. And thank you for your careful
consideration.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Hang on for a second.
Members, any need to clarify the testimony? Seeing none, Mr. Buell, thank you for
coming out to testify.
MR. BLUMER-BUELL: You're welcome. Thanks.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier George W. Chyz, to be followed by Daniel Kanahele.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
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MR. GEORGE CHYZ:
Hello. Hi, I also wanted to talk about bicycles. I traveled around the United States for
three years on a bicycle and one, for one period of time. I was in Tucson, Arizona
and they had a law that any road that was improved or repaired needed to be,
needed to have a bicycle path installed. And, that town was the nicest place to ride
a bicycle. And there was a lot of people riding bicycles; reducing congestion of traffic.
It's an excellent thing for Maui to do. We have a wonderful climate for bicycling but
it's scary to bicycle here. I ended up mailing my bicycle back home to my father
because it was too dangerous for me to bicycle on Maui.
And I, I just noticed they just built these roads over here by Kahului, you know,
behind Home Depot and all that, and they put in all this beautiful landscaping and
curbs, and there's no bicycle paths. Brand new roads; no bicycle paths. Add bicycle
paths to the roads, please.
Secondly, I'd like to talk about town squares. I've travelled around and seen that in
many countries there are town squares in small towns. These are really helpful for
people to get involved in discussing things that are going on in their little community,
and to mingle with each other and, and have a place to gather. And, in the United
States there are very few towns with town squares.
I think on Maui, to improve the situation for everybody in these little towns, there
should be a mandatory town square. A public gathering space, put in the plan that
should be completed by a certain date like 2010 or something, I mean excuse me,
2000 and like 20 or something like that, that there should be a square; a place to
gather, a place for people to go in the evening and meet each other. And, these,
these are, you know, non-existent.
The final thing I'd like to mention is that in the agricultural areas, I know myself and
many people have, would prefer to live in a more agrarian style that is very similar to
the way the Hawaiian people lived before the development of, you know, what's
developed, in, in little hales separated from each other with shared facilities. These,
similar to what was done in some of the plantation set-ups that existed at a, not too
long ago, I know of people that remember that; older people.
And, you know, for people that want to live a simple life and have multiple families
with, on the same land growing food and living simply, this is a beautiful climate of
365 day a year growing, you know, situation. And it should be allowed to do this but
it's illegal to live the way Hawaiians lived in Hawaii. That seems a shame. I think the
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plan should include a transition to change the building code, change these codes in
the zoning codes in the agricultural areas to allow people to live the way Hawaiians
lived if they prefer to do that.
You know, I grew up in Grosse Pointe, Michigan, one of the wealthiest communities
in America, and I chose to leave that kind of lifestyle. I have a Master's Degree from
MIT in mechanical engineering and I want to live simply on the land with my friends,
and it's illegal, and I don't think that's right. To be able to live in an ecological way
should not be illegal; it should be allowed. It should be, in fact, encouraged. So,
please consider adding bicycling, town squares, and an agrarian lifestyle to the plan.
Thank you very much.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Members, any need for clarification? Seeing none, thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier Daniel Kanahele to be followed by Irene Bowie.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MR. DANIEL KANAHELE:
Good evening, Chair Baisa and Councilmembers. My name is Daniel Kanahele. I'm
testifying as an individual.
I attended many of the GPAC meetings and testified at several of them. Every
meeting I attended, Chair Baisa and Councilmember Cochran was there. So, they
know how hard, how much work was put in by these volunteers and by the
community at large.
And so, I'm here today to go to bat for some of the policies that have been left out of
this Implementation Program that were recommended by GPAC, that I feel have a
strong community benefit.
Last night, I attended the SHTP meeting in Kihei, the State Highway Transportation
Program. And, in the discussion many people were upset about the inadequacy of
our infrastructure, our transportation infrastructure. And one of the representatives
from HDOT said that the land use is outpacing our infrastructure. And that's a big
problem and that's a pet peeve with me. So, when I see in page 10-4, the
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Implementation Plan for strategy for funding of infrastructure, when I see "shall"
replaced by "may", that irks me because "may" just waters down the plan and, and
takes the teeth out of it.
So, I am here to ask that the, the Council put back the recommendation on page 10-4
where it says, may, shall, may establish an infrastructure funding strategy to ensure
that infrastructure improvements are implemented prior to or concurrent with
development, etc., you shall, shall establish, mean, if infrastructure concurrency is so
important you need a funding strategy for it.
In our Kihei-Makena Plan it says, "Upon adoption of this plan, it shall be required that
adequate facilities and infrastructure will be built concurrent with future development".
"Shall" is a very important word, it's a key word when it comes to infrastructure. May
gets not, "may" gets nothing done, "shall" does the job right? So, let's put "shall"
back in the plan.
The next thing I wanted to talk about was the timeliness, timeliness of studies that
have been done. I'd like this reinserted in the plan, "All studies and documents
completed more than five years prior to an application for a land use change shall be
considered out of date, etc., etc.". I submitted testimony so you can look at the
wording of it.
Planning data and EA, for an EA or EIS prepared as part of a proposed action can
become outdated over time, decreasing their usefulness to decision and
policymakers. A good example of this was, do I have a minute left?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk, was that four?
COUNTY CLERK: That's four.
MR. KANAHELE: Okay, a good example of this was when Honuaula was-CHAIR BAISA: You need to conclude, Daniel.
MR. KANAHELE: Oh, I'm sorry. I'm done? My time is over? Okay. Thank you for your
time.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, any need for clarification? Seeing none, thank you.
MR. KANAHELE: I just submit testimony so you can read that. Thank you.
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CHAIR BAISA: We, we have it. Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Irene Bowie, to be followed by Lloyd Fischel.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MS. IRENE BOWIE, MAUI TOMORROW FOUNDATION:
Good evening, Chair Baisa and, and Councilmembers. My name is Irene Bowie,
Executive Director of Maui Tomorrow Foundation, and I'd like to offer a few
comments on the revised Implementation Program.
(Councilmember Guzman was excused from the public hearing at 6:42 p.m.)
MS. BOWIE: As Mr. Kanahele just stated in the language of the capital improvement
requirements and financing section, Maui Tomorrow also feels strongly that "shall"
should replace "may" in the wording of that paragraph. "May" is very ambiguous and,
and "we shall" is a much stronger statement for actually getting this done.
Maui Tomorrow also questions why the table with all the alternative revenue sources
was deleted; if this document is really meant to chart the County's course for the
goals and operations of delivering services and projects.
Under "Major Capital Improvement Projects — Parks", on page 15, three of the
funding strategies there have been removed. And those were real estate excise tax,
benefit assessment districts and benefit improvement districts. These have been
shown to be effective funding sources elsewhere. So, we wonder why they were
deleted from this revised plan.
And under "Project and Operations Management", Planning Department, on page 16,
Long-Range Planning Division has been removed from facilitating the implementation
of the Maui Island Plan and replaced with just, with Department of Planning in
general. I, I question why we wouldn't use the expertise of that division of the
Planning Department to assess long-range issues and goals.
(Council member Guzman returned to the public hearing at 6:43 p.m.)
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MS. BOWIE: And, lastly, under "Implementation" on page 17, "Monitoring and Evaluation"
have been completely deleted. With that gone, what body will be looking at the plan
to see that it is working as desired? As Planning Commission, Planning Committee
Chair Couch stated in a recent Maui News Viewpoint, "The Maui Island Plan will
provide the framework for stewardship of our island community through 2030".
Where is the stewardship without monitoring an evaluation of this plan?
It seems we've taken a very detailed, well thought out, and broadly supported
implementation strategy, and removed key components leaving the community with a
weaker document and plan for Maui's future. Maui Tomorrow hopes that this Council
will take a second look at these deletions and reconsider their importance. Thank
you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Members, any need for clarification? Seeing none, thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Lloyd Fischel, to be followed by A. Clifton.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MR. LLOYD FISCHEL:
Good evening. My name is Lloyd Fischel and I'm testifying on behalf of myself. So,
this Council adopted the Implementation Plan at the first reading. And, I have to ask,
what does my testimony mean since you already adopted this bill? Isn't this the
same kind of formality that took down the post office?
There's a right way and there's a wrong way. Adopting a plan without independent
input from citizens before you act on implementation is the wrong way. Going
forward this way creates distrust in a system that relies on trust. You can't make
independent judgment without advice of citizens. And, we've heard already in just a
few testimonies how much advice and hours, and hours, and days were put in that's
been disregarded as the attorneys in Corporate Counsel, I take it, got a hold of this
plan.
These, the local and state laws require citizen advisory committees from each
community advise the Council prior to taking up this law. This has not happened.
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With those committees functioning, then you can function its, as an independent body
with enough information to correctly analyze before adopting the bill. This is the right
way. There's no mention of indigenous lands in this. Where is the element that
involves restoring land to the people?
Few other issues; 4.3.3, "Develop a program to expand the seed crop industry
consistent with safe GMO practices." We do not know if any of the GMO practices
are safe. We know that the poisons used to sow the seed are not safe. Be, but
because even this information has been hidden from the public, a petition is
underway to curtail all GMO practices until we understand the risks, especially
regarding the use of pesticides. We can't embrace what you can't possibly know at
this time.
7.32 [sic], Land Use. "Develop and adopt a TDR ordinance and formal TDR program.
Transfer development rights is a way to bank land and trade development projects
regardless of a community's wishes, infrastructure, water availability, etc.. TDR's
take away citizen involvement, leaving the community out. In the Implementation
Plan, you shouldn't be advocating a political position that has not been debated on
behalf of the people.
One more moment here. Bill Moyer's points the following out, and I think everybody
should think about this, "Democracy in America is in trouble. Democracy has been a
series of narrow escapes. We may be running out of luck. Representative
government is threatened at this moment by wealth, power, and corporate
conglomerate interests."
So we have the my, Maui Development Plan. There is time to post a notice to be
taken up at the next Council meeting for a resolution to continue with the process.
Please put the bill back to the committee. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Members, any need to clarify the testimony? Seeing none, thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is A. Clifton, to be followed by Suellen Barton.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
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MR. A. CLIFTON:
Aloha, Madam Chair and Members of the Council. I love Maui. My family has been
living in Hawaii for 170 years. And, but I'm very concerned about the direction it's
gone. Like when it takes me a half an hour to drive from Wailuku to Dairy Road
because the stop lights are set up to stop us at every corner. Every corner we stop,
fifty cars stop, two cars cross the road.
Energy inefficiency is a big problem on Maui where, you know, previous mayoral and,
and, and governorships have removed the parking structure of local shopping
districts. Every one of you, I believe received a, a video on that. Did you see that
folks? You were all delivered videos showing the corrupt actions of previous
Administrations. 20/20 NBC found it very interesting and they've expanded their
investigations into pay parking companies. The FBI is also aware of that video.
But, so if, if energy efficiency is just something that we talk about, or if we actually
institute it on our roads. Our road infrastructure is failing, but it's failing because in
Paia, a hundred parking stalls were removed, creating a giant traffic jam and cars
circling around in a three-mile traffic jam from Spreckelsville to, to Paia Town. That's
not a good, that's not good for tourism. The local residents of Paia are boycotting the
paid parking lots that were put in after the street parking was removed at public
expense. In Lahaina, the $10 million were spent by Mayor Lingle to remove
40 percent of the parking, creating traffic jams, in time to bring in paid parking lots.
Our, so I don't know if the, if the plan is basically based on the, the 1980's plan, or
this is a new plan I hope. And you take into account the realities of the times that we
live in, and not dishonor Hawaii by creating a traffic jam island. It shouldn't take me a
half an hour to drive five miles. I don't want to stop at every shopping center. The
new bypass around Dairy Road stops fifty cars and three cars go, go by, whereas at
every other intersection without a stop light.
Governor Abercrombie just sent a letter to the Department of Transportation trying to
correct some of these problems. But, if the, if the effort is to waste gasoline and to
have an infrastructure that is failing and say well, the, the way to, to solve that failed
infrastructure is to build more houses and cut more roads and do real estate scams,
I'm against that. And, I just hope that you don't dishonor Hawaii, cause Maui is a
national treasure and it, it should, it shouldn't be the way it is now.
We should be able to park our cars. The most environmentally friendly thing you can
do is park your car. But, if we can't do that in Paia, we can't shop there because
some guy is in Seattle want to get a kickback for every car that parks there because
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somebody in County government decided to spend public money to remove the
parking. There's something wrong and it needs to be corrected.
So, I would suggest that you get the guys with the paintbrushes to go out there and
remove the obstacles in the road so that people can park their cars. And, have a,
have an energy efficient Maui, and not just talking about it but actually implement it in
our road infrastructure. Thank you and Mahalo.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need to clarify the testimony? Seeing none, thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Suellen Barton. And, following Ms. Barton, Madam
Chair, we will be checking in with the District Offices.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
MS. SUELLEN BARTON:
Good evening, Madam Chair and Councilmembers. Thank you for providing this
opportunity to publicly comment on Bill 29, as proposed by the Council Planning
Committee. Although I am on the board of the Olinda Community Association, I'm
testifying this evening as an individual gravely concerned about what I consider to be
the hijacking of the Implementation section of the MIP by the Planning Director and
his staff. And, as an individual, even more perplexed as to why the Council's
Planning Committee is promoting this gutted version of the Implementation Program
over that recommended by GPAC, the Planning Commission and the former Planning
Director, Jeffrey Hunt.
It seems like a seriously twisted process to me that allows for a few County
employees to override the recommendations made by a group of 25 respected
members of the GPAC, a Committee appointed by the County Council as called for
by the Maui Code; a Committee that heard hours of testimony from Maui residents; a
Committee that voted on each issue before a recommendation was issued; and a
Committee that sincerely believed that their recommendations would be carried out.
I ask the Councilpersons to act tonight as follows. Insert "The, the Council shall
establish permanent Community Plan Advisory Committees, their rules, roles, and
responsibilities, and the mechanism to select members." The areas most susceptible
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to development on Maui need to know what is going on and it was the GPAC's intent
to establish five separate district committees to ensure community input.
Please also reinstate "All studies and documents completed more than five years
prior to an application for a land use change shall be considered out of date, unless
the decision-making body affirms by a positive vote that the document is still timely
and relevant." The Planning Department is concerned about making specific
recommendations regarding funding and scheduling for future developments because
they don't want Maui to be bound to any specifics given the uncertainty of the future.
Yet, we are bound to accept very old studies and documents when it comes to
development.
Please reinstate, "EA and EIS documents shall be prepared by a consultant selected
by and under the direction of the Planning Department; the consultant being paid by
the developer making the proposal."
Also reinstate, on page 10-4 in the next to the last paragraph, change the word "may"
back to "shall". I know you've heard this a lot tonight so it must be important. "To
ensure that no ambiguities exist regarding infrastructure funding responsibilities, the
County shall establish an infrastructure funding strategy to ensure that infrastructure
improvements are implemented prior to or concurrent with development by the
responsible party depending on the nature of the infrastructure project." To me,
developers who select Maui as their site should be willing to a, to underwrite the
additional costs generated by their projects; otherwise, I would suggest that they take
their business elsewhere.
Also, please reinstate the two GPAC Tables 9-1 and 9-2 in the Implementation
Program, just as they were worded in the GPAC recommendation. Most of them
have been renewed and there are very few funding alternatives listed in those current
proposal.
Insert "All future community and zoning entitlements shall have a fixed time limit, to
discourage land banking, to provide for more stable employment opportunities, and to
ensure smooth planning."
I do appreciate the enormity of your decision, giving the indelible impact it will have
on Maui's future. So, once again, I ask the Councilmembers to respect the voice of
the people whom they represent, and also to respect the wisdom of the GPAC
members whom they appointed.
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As the proposed Implementation document stands, it is not a plan. Instead, it is full of
ambiguities that will be entirely subject to individual interpretation making it a very
weak guideline for the future.
Mahalo for voting on, and hopefully approving each of these recommend,
recommendations and modifications.
And, as Ben Franklin said, "By failing to prepare, you're preparing to fail." Thank you
very much.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need to clarify the testimony? Seeing none, thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Hana Office, please introduce your next testifier.
MS. LONG: The Hana Office has no one waiting to testify, Chair.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Lanai Office, introduce your next testifier.
MS. FERNANDEZ: There is no one waiting to testify on Lanai.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Molokai, introduce your next testifier.
MS. ALCON: There is no one here on Molokai waiting to testify.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
The next person to testify in the chamber is Harriet Witt, to be followed by Tom Croly.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
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MS. HARRIET WITT:
Good evening. Good evening. My name is Harriet Witt and I'm here as a individual
citizen. I submitted detailed testimony by email but I'm here now because of a
considerable disregard for three years of seriously researched citizen input by GPAC.
This disregard of citizen input is magnifying an already widespread public perception
that the governance of Maui County is not entirely above board. This is disturbing
because it's a fact of political science that when people stop respecting their
government, they also stop respecting, obeying its laws. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need for clarification? Seeing none, thank you, Ms. Witt.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier Tom Croly, to be followed by Judy Schmidt.
MR. TOM CROLY:
Aloha.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
MR. CROLY: I'm Tom Croly and tonight I am putting on a different hat than the one you've
been used to seeing me wear, and I'm testifying on behalf of Go Maui.
Go Maui is a recently formed non-profit organization with the mission of providing
leadership in the public discussion about the need for growth and economic
development on Maui.
The General Plan that's already been adopted set the desired direction for the, for
Maui's growth and future. Its function is to provide guidance to our policymakers and
administrators.
The Implementation chapter that we're discussing tonight is to ensure that they have
the resources available to follow through with the recommendations set out in the
General Plan. The Implementation chapter is not the place for specific administrative
regulations. Such regulations should be adopted by ordinance in the appropriate
chapter of our County Code.
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Some of the ideas that I've heard presented tonight have real merit and deserve to be
brought forward and discussed in the appropriate committees as to making them part
of our County Code. But, I don't believe they belong in the Implementation chapter of
the General Plan.
The General Plan must not be used as a tool to obstruct the necessary growth that it
specifically predicts. The Implementation chapter should be enabling in its nature
and not restrictive in its nature. It must allow the Director the ability to do their jobs
and without having to review the General Plan for every decision that they're making.
It should not add to the bureaucracy that's already in place, that chokes proposed
projects, and results in Maui being one of the most expensive places in the United
States to build housing.
Go Maui supports the passing of the General Plan Implementation chapter on its
second and final reading as proposed by the Director and as passed out of the
Committee. The process for continued public input will continue with the startup of
the community plans.
Go Maui wants to thank all of the concerned citizens who have participated over
many years now in producing the General Plan, and we look forward to its
implementation to help guide the growth of our island home. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Croly.
Members, any need for clarification? Seeing none, thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Judy Schmidt, to be followed by Michael Gagne.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MS. JUDY SCHMIDT:
Aloha. My name is Judy Schmidt, I'm a new board member at the Lauloa Condos
and I'm really just here to listen and to support the GPAC. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
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COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Michael Gagne, to be followed by Bobbie Becker.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MR. MICHAEL GAGNE:
Good evening, Chair Baisa, County Councilmembers. My name is Mike Gagne, I'm
speaking on behalf of myself tonight. Thank you for this opportunity.
I just want to ask that you please restore the, the, the General Plan Advisory
Committee recommendations to the Maui Island Plan because they represent the
considered will of the communities. They support good planning processes through
needs assessments, accountability for outcomes, and a needed financial plan for
achieving goals of the plan for the long-term.
Needs assessments can mitigate a budget process that requires citizens to literally
beg for things like park improvements, road repairs, greenways, that you should
already know were needed. A needs assessment would provide that.
A case and point, we have brand newly, brand new painted and processed fixed up
restroom facilities at most of our parks. The Hoolaulea last month has a bathroom
just like that that began to overflow. One of the plumbing members of our community
was plunging a toilet and water was squirting up out in the field, and we had young
kids running around through the water until they were told, hey that's not where you
need to be; to the horror of their parents.
Paia bypass is another one of these things that we know we need as you sit in the
lines trying to get through Paia. It's now scheduled for planning in 2022. Also
scheduled, probably before that, is a nearly 1100-acre development in Haiku that is
going to recombine six lots and then re-subdivide them on a sliding scale. It won't be
500 two-acre lots, but it will be probably less than a hundred lots for residential use.
These are things that we know need to be taken care of. There's going, they are
going to impact our communities.
Evaluation would allow for measurement of progress and rescheduling of missed
goals. You can't always hit them, but it will give us another chance and they will be
on record as needing to be met.
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And then funding plans are the road map for creating sustainable communities. The
funding of these, the, as previous speakers have talked about is very important; that
that be laid out and a process put in place to make that happen. Essentially, my
request is for a solid planning process that accommodates the current and future
needs of Maui communities. Thank you very much for the opportunity to speak.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need to clarify that? Seeing none, thank you, Mike.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Bobbie Becker, to be followed by Peter Capriott.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MS. BOBBIE BECKER:
Aloha, Chair Baisa. How are you, Councilmembers? I am here tonight as a member
of, it's not on?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Get closer to the mic.
MS. BECKER: Oh, closer? Okay.
I'm here as a member of the Olinda Community Association but I am representing
myself and several other members on the board of the Olinda Community
Association. We came here with written testimony that I need to submit; I'm sorry I
got here a little bit late.
But, basically, it's about the Implementation chapter, the fact that the implementation,
to me the word implementation means, and to the others who've, who've agreed with
this means how will we make this happen; that's what implementation means. And
there are some sections of that that the GPAC had recommended that are missing.
And, as you will see in our written testimony, we support a lot of what has already
been spoken about today.
But, I'd like to give a little bit more from the heart. I moved here 14 years ago from
Flagstaff, Arizona, which maybe you've heard of that town, it's a very growthy town in
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Northern Arizona. It has a lot of development, a lot of people moving there because
it's not as hot as Phoenix, and it's in the mountains, and it's beautiful.
That town had a growth plan process that they implemented every five years. From
the time they would start their growth plan and everybody, all the community
members who would want to come and they would come and help and they would
give their opinions about what they wanted to see for Flagstaff. And that would take
two years, we take another year and a half or so to finalize, and then in the fifth year
they would start the process again.
And, you know that the growth was so rapid in Flagstaff, Arizona that a whole new set
of people came and gave their time and their energy to the planning process, and yet
nothing was ever implemented. They too wanted to preserve space and slow growth,
and increase the amount of roads and make it so that traffic was less and become
more environmentally friendly.
So, if you're going to make a Maui Island Plan, the most important chapter is "Are you
going to implement it?" And that's my, my comment for the evening. And, I really
wish you well with this. So, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need for clarification?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: She's going to, she's going to leave that for us right?
CHAIR BAISA: Ma'am, ma'am.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MS. BECKER: Yes, here we go.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you very much, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
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COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Peter Capriott, to be followed by Lucienne deNaie.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MR. PETER CAPRIOTT:
Aloha, aloha, Madam Chair and Council. Thank you for coming and listening to our
testimony. I want to thank all the GPAC Committee, especially Dick Mayer and
Lucienne deNaie for their long hours of working on this plan.
If we don't adopt this plan it'll simply be taxation without representation. Our tax is
going up, our infrastructure is going down.
I want to address the Greenway Master Plan. 2004, Brian Miskae, the Planning
Director, introduced the Upcountry Greenway Master Plan. At that time we thought,
great, we're finally having, accomplishing a comprehensive plan; greenway plan that
would provide walking, riding, thoroughfares for pedestrians, walking, riding,
bicycling. And particularly the kids that walk around the neighborhoods who are
trying to get from one house to the other, other communities.
Upcountry roads are inadequate, and they're dangerous. They haven't been
improved in a long time; particularly with these rains, I can see where they had cut
holes in the channel from Haiku to Kula when Mr. Dowling wanted some water, you
can see where they cut that in to bring the water through. The road is pretty bad;
Kapakalua Road is, is in bad shape. And, especially the children that are walking,
playing, skateboarding, people with their children all have to share the road.
And it's simply not enforceable because even the County workers and police are
speeding; they say well slow down its 20 miles an hour. Don't widen the roads,
people will go faster. Well that's ridiculous because you can't go any faster than
80 miles an hour. Some of the roads should be 21 feet; they're only 16, 18. Some of
the roads, like my road, Kauhikoa was built by the Marines and never improved. It
was supposed to be for 20 years now I've been trying to get some improvements.
And, we have a commercial zip line now so people all over know where Kauhikoa
Road is. So we've got all these people coming to our neighborhood. We've got
horns, we've got people screaming, we got alarms going off in the cars and such.
So, I'm a little concerned.
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What, in the greenway plan, Giggle Hill was the center, to be the center for
equestrian trails walking pass an extended regional park. Now, Giggle Hill was sold
to a private developer, fenced off. And I just imagine the pine trees being cut down
and luxury development is going in where our, our regional park was supposed to
evolve.
I recall the dedication Tom Morrow Arena, I was on the Committee when the Mayor
and the Council all promised, and everyone was enthused that this was going to be
expanding park. Everyone agreed to that regional park with such enthusiasm that we
finally were going somewhere. Ten years later, we lost hope. And this was a false
promise.
Among the false promises, we are not getting more. We're getting less, while places
like Kapalua, and Makena, and Wailea, are getting fancy sidewalks, more amenities,
and new infrastructure. Well, some people say you can't really compare that luxury
area with Upcountry. Well, why not? We, do we have to wait for enough big money
developers before our infrastructure is improved?
Like the American Indians and Native Hawaiians, the corporate mentality talks with a
fork tongue. And we don't need any more false promises, we need resolution and
results. All that counts is the results of our community; for our children to come
because it probably won't happen in my lifetime.
But, if we can start this, at least we can work towards something. If we don't have
our greenways, we're losing something very big. And Mike White said it, if we don't
get it now, we'll never have it.
COUNTY CLERK: Four minutes.
MR. CAPRIOTT: We'll never be able to afford it. So, let's make our community first. Thank
you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need to clarify the testimony? Seeing none, thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier Lucienne deNaie, to be followed by Daniel Grantham.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
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MS. LUCIENNE DENAIE:
Aloha, Councilmembers. Thanks for coming out in the rain. My name is Lucienne
deNaie, I'm testifying as an individual tonight. I've heard my name bandied around. I
was happy to serve on GPAC and only missed one meeting in three years. So, I
guess that's why people say I did good work; at least I showed up.
This is the chapter where our dreams come true. I think one of the reasons that
people are talking about, gee listen to that GPAC is that the GPAC listened to all
these people.
And to answer Mr. Couch's question about how the Independent Review Committee
looked at this chapter, this chapter was read to the entire GPAC. We ran out of
Committee's to vote on it. It couldn't be voted on in the same meeting where it was
read. So, it was based, the, the work put in to the Implementation chapter by the
GPAC, much of which has survived so it wasn't so terrible, started with the draft from
the Planning Department and it ended up incorporating the things that we had heard
throughout the whole process. If now is the time that we need to implement all these
great policies, and ideas, and goals, and objectives, what does it need to look like to
make it? What is sustainable growth going to look like?
Like in our, our Countywide Policy Plan for instance in the sustainable growth section,
the main implementing action, the only implementing action, under Objective 4, is to
"Institute a time limit and sunsetting stipulations on development entitlements and
their implementation."
Now, the Planning Commission has a time limit for SMA's, the Land Use Commission
has a time limit, the, the Council can put time limits on fast track development
projects. Why shouldn't we put a time limit on developments that have had
entitlements for years and years? Let them check back in. Let's figure out how
they're doing, what they're doing, if they're doing, and if it's ever going to happen.
And if not, and we're, we're parceling out sewage capacity and water capacity, let's
give it to someone who will build rather than let just someone land bank.
What is wrong with that policy?
Why did it disappear from the GPAC
recommendation to the Planning Director's recommendation? It has disappeared
and yet it is a policy in our Countywide Policy Plan. So, why can't we kind of make
these two things work?
Community Advisories Committee, the one thing we heard over, and over, and over
again from people is we can't come out at nine in the morning and go to these
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Council meetings. We care. That's why we had thousands of people participate over
this process, because GPAC met in the evening, on Saturdays, and Sundays. And
we didn't just take testimony; we had workshops where people could draw on maps
and things like that.
We, we listened to the heart of the people. And, I, I know you folks want to listen to
the heart of the people too. So, these things that are being asked, they're not out of
order in an Implementation Plan, they're not going to slow down progress. In fact, I
think we'd speed up progress to have some of these things in place, like advisory
groups on a local level so you could sort stuff out and you didn't have to have 200
people come down here and testify.
Anyway, in my humble opinion, these are good things that have been suggested.
The, I agree with Mr. Kanahele; "may" doesn't cut it, you need your "shalls". Do what
you can to put the stuff back in that we heard over and over again that people
wanted. Thank you. Aloha.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need for clarification of the testimony? Seeing none, thank you,
Lucienne.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier Daniel Grantham, to be followed by Jennifer Livingston.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MR. DANIEL GRANTHAM:
Good evening. I wish I could give my time to her for few more minutes of that. You
know, I'm confused here. I've been going to meetings for a long time; I've been
videotaping meetings for a long time. I remember going to sustainability meetings
down in the basement here. I remember serving on steering groups for that. I
remember the 100 years conference at Maui. You know, I was on the Focus Maui
Nui Advisory Group. On that I asked, well, are we going to do this work and then put
the study on a shelf someplace? I don't want to bother otherwise. No, no, this, this is
going forward.
When I watched the GPAC, and I'm sure all of you have gone to some of those
meetings; it was amazing. You know, people came all sides. You know, you were
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there Gladys, you know. There was all sides represented and they were heard, they
were really heard. I'd, I went to some of the, I, I videotaped a meeting at one of the
schools here where school kids came and they were so thrilled because they felt
listened to. They got to do exercises, they got to look at maps. It was really
democracy in action.
And now I'm confused, cause what happened to all that great process? Why are we
having a meeting when it looks kind of like a decision was made that I certainly didn't
know anything about going on until geez, well, next week you better go cause that's
the last time you're going to get to speak on this. Where did the people's will go?
That's my question.
My other question is, what are we going to do about it? I heard that there's at least
one person here happy the way this is going. Go Maui, yea, well great, you know, I'm
sure they have a lot of valuable things they, they contribute. But, I'm talking about
families. It was Focus Maui Nui which kind of led into this. We had meetings in small
family neighborhood groups just so people who were too shy to come to a meeting
like this could have their input. Those kind of inputs went into this GPAC plan.
Please don't let it get lost.
I have six, I'd love to talk about a few more things, but thank you for your attention.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank, thank you very much.
Members, any need to clarify the testimony? Hang on, Daniel.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Hi, thank you Daniel for coming, and thank you for your
testimony. I, I just would like a little bit of clarification. Are you under the impression
that the whole plan has gone out? Because we, we passed the whole.
MR. GRANTHAM: No, no, I'm, I'm referring.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: . . . Mr. Victorino has it on his desk. Big-MR. GRANTHAM: I, I'm referring specifically to the final chapter which tells how the plan is
going to be put in place.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. Okay. Thank you.
MR. GRANTHAM: And I can be specific if you'd like.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, that's okay. Thanks.
MR. GRANTHAM: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, any further need for clarification? Seeing none, thank you.
MR. GRANTHAM: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Jennifer Livingston, to be followed by Netra Halperin.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MS. JENNIFER LIVINGSTON:
Good evening, everybody. Thanks for being here. I could spend my little three
minutes talking about all the little things that I think need to go back in the plan and
why that's important. But, I think everything needs to go back in the plan, and I think
it's all important.
And the reason I think that's important is because they were experts from our
community and experts on Council that created that GPAC. And they went through
the thousands of hours of testimony to create some really awesome
recommendations. My understanding is that you folks have the opportunity to take
what came from Planning, take what came from the community, and create
something that's going to work.
Why what came from Planning is so redlined, I'm not going to speak to, but I question
it. But, you folks have a opportunity and a responsibility to represent the people,
that's why we hired you.
The people spoke very clearly with very good
recommendations in those GPAC recommendations. And, we can split hairs about
whether those recommendations were finally voted on.
But, I'm hoping that you come away with this tonight with a real understanding that
those speak honestly and in a heartfelt real way to the expertise, and the
commitment, and the desire of the community to have an effective plan. That an
effective plan that can be implemented effectively; not that sits on a shelf and is
trotted out when it looks nice, but one that is used effectively.
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I haven't been here super long. I grew up in a place that did not have that. And what
happened was I left. I wasn't able to live there anymore. Lots of people left. Lots of
that new generation left. Maui's at a crossroads right now. I can see that, that it's at
a crossroads. And we can either choose to move forward in a way that's going to
support our communities, or we can choose to move forward in a way that's going to
benefit moneyed interests. Those are not mutually exclusive, they work together.
But it takes a responsible and representative Council to make sure that that happens.
And that's your responsibility and I believe that you all can do it. So, that's my
testimony.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Any need to clarify the testimony? Seeing none, thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Netra Halperin, to be followed by Mary Traynor.
MS. NETRA HALPERIN:
Aloha, I'm Netra Halperin, Executive Director of Restorative Solutions Maui. And
everything that I would have said has already been said.
I think it's been very clearly stated that people want the Implementation part of the
Island Plan to be put, the General Plan to be put back in. And, I think it's also been
really clearly stated that that was done by the GPAC which was the citizens and all
the citizen testimony, and that that was the will of the citizens.
As people have mentioned, there was one individual who came here tonight who
spoke on behalf of Go Maui, saying that the General Plan should not be about
impeding growth, but about supporting it. And what I see is it should be about smart
growth. It should be about growth that makes sense, that works. We got to have the
infrastructure before we build. This is, I mean, we hear that every single day; that's,
everybody knows that. So, we have people that made a great Implementation Plan
so let's please use it.
On Oahu, they have neighborhood boards. So, in, in most places in America, there's
a county and then there's the towns. And then the towns represent the needs of
those specific regions and those specific groups of people. There's Hana, Molokai,
and Lanai, have their own Planning Commissions and that's great; and their own
testimony where they can give it.
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But, we need one for, for Kihei which is an extremely high growth place as you know,
Councilmember Couch. And, we need one for the Upcountry, cause in Upcountry
they have different needs; North Shore, Paia, Makawao. So, we need to have little
town planning advisory boards or neighborhood boards, like I said, like they have in
Oahu. So, that there is a precedent here in Hawaii for those.
And then of course people have already said about the importance of keeping the,
parts of the Implementation Plans such that a developer would pay for the EIS but
they don't actually hire them. Because everybody knows when you hire someone
they want to please their boss, that's just business. So, the developer should give
the money to a trust fund, or trust, and then the County would hire those actual
people and there would be no vested interest. They would just be paying the money.
Same thing about the time limit, that should be kept in, which is that any document
has to be under five years old unless specifically voted okay, nothing has changed in
that specific situation.
So, I guess I have more time, but I again, what Harriet said, this is really a, a core
thing about representation. You know, if people feel like, wow, all those people, all
those hours got put in and then the most important chapter, the Implementation
chapter, is, is thrown out, peoples interest and confidence in government is going to
go down.
Maui always already has the lowest voting rate of any county in the entire country.
And people don't vote when they feel like they're not listened to. So, let's listen to
that, let's implement please, the Implementation chapter of the General Plan. Thank
you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need to clarify that testimony? Seeing none, thank you.
Mr., Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Mary Traynor followed by Deborah Smith.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, there are not that many testifiers left. Do we need a break or
would you like to complete?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Conclude.
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CHAIR BAISA: Go ahead. Okay. Go ahead Mary.

MS. MARY TRAYNOR:
Good evening, everyone. The intent of the Implementation Program is to provide a
solid framework for the implementation of the Maui Island Plan. Yet, when I reviewed
the Ramseyer version of Chapter 10, I am shocked at all the significant changes that
the Planning Director has made that has left this important part of the plan much
weaker and vaguer.
Virtually all of the specific details proposed and approved by the GPAC and Planning
Commission have been deleted. It concerns me that the Planning Committee did not
spend enough time reviewing and comparing the GPAC Planning Committee and
Planning Director's versions of the Implementation Program. Instead, the Planning
Committee only reviewed one version, the Planning Director's version.
Considering the GPAC version was based on the wishes expressed by hundreds of
Maui residents, as well as many community associations, it seems only fair to give
the GPAC recommendations some consideration. The Implementation Program is
too important not to.
I beseech the Council to send the Implementation chapter back to the Planning
Committee so they, so that they can spend more time reviewing not just one version,
but also the versions that represent the wishes of the community.
I also agree with the points made in the testimony of the Alliance of Maui Community
Associations which I will quickly reiterate. Specifically, establish a community district
planning advisory committee for each community plan district. Please insert, "The
Council shall establish permanent Community Plan District Advisory Committees,
their rules, roles, and responsibilities, and the mechanism to select the members."
Use relevant documents in making decisions.
Please restore GPAC
recommendation, "All studies and documents completed more than five years prior to
an application for a land use change shall be considered out of date, unless the
decision-making body affirms by a positive vote that the document is still timely and
relevant."
Create an independent environmental review.
Please restore GPAC
recommendation, "EA and EIS documents shall be prepared by a consultant selected
by and under the direction of the Planning Department; the consultant shall be paid
by the developer making a proposal."
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Establish an infrastructure funding strategy. Change the word "may" back to "shall",
in the next to the last paragraph on page 10-4.
Include Tables 9-1 and 9-2, the Alternative Revenue Sources.
And set a fixed time limit on future community plan and zoning entitlements.
Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Ms. Traynor.
Members, any need to clarify the testimony? Seeing none, thank you.
MS. TRAYNOR: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Deborah Smith, to be followed by Courtney Bruch.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MS. DEBORAH SMITH:
Good evening. Good evening. Thank you, Maui County Council for the opportunity
to address you tonight. Thank you all of the GPAC members who spent hours and
hours deliberating and using their hearts to care for our island community, and to
figure out a way that we can have healthy development for future generations to
come.
I wish to submit written testimony tonight. I have a copy. I don't want to go into
everything that everyone else has already said. I'm testifying on behalf of myself. I
work with children and for me what they are going to grow up to live with, the
decisions, the world, the air that they're going to breathe, the land that they're going
to try to grow their food on, the water that they bathe in, drink, and want to enjoy
water sports; to me that is the most important thing. That we take care of our aina.
From the mountains to the ocean, from the windward to the leeward side, we need to
be stewards of our island and we need to make decisions that are going to speak to
the health of the future generations to come.
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We don't need a lot of development like Oahu. We can have smart development.
We can look at them and see the problems that they have come; like what they're
dealing with their rapid transit system. If we had, if we put our corridors in now,
maybe we won't need them for 20 years. But, if those corridors are put in now, it's
going to be way easier. I believe there were corridors put into the GPAC plan that
were not put into the revised edition.
I, I really wish with all my heart that you our representatives, will listen to the hearts of
the people because we're not driven like the developers are with money. The
developers, we all know, are driven by profits; everyone knows that. They are not
going to consider the aina; they're not going to consider fresh clean water in 20, 30,
40 years. They're not going to consider those things. That's going to be up to us, our
County Councilmembers, that we the citizens have elected.
And we really want to be listened to. We want to be respected because we want our
children to grow up in a world that is going to be pristine and beautiful so that we can
attract tourists to our island that maybe where they come from they don't have
beautiful, you know, geographical regions to look at. They come from maybe big
cities. I mean I visit, I know people from all over the world visit me and they love
Maui. And I would like for in 10 years and 20 years for people to still be able to come
to our island. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need to clarify that testimony? Seeing none, thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Courtney Bruch, to be followed by John Fitzpatrick. And, Madam Chair,
Mr. Fitzpatrick is the final individual who had signed up to provide testimony this
evening.
CHAIR BAISA: If there's anybody in the gallery that would like to sign up, would like to
provide testimony, Chair would ask you to please sign up now.
Go ahead please, Courtney.

MS. COURTNEY BRUCH, UPCOUNTRY SUSTAINABILITY CORE COMMITTEE:
Aloha, good evening. Thank you all for having this meeting in the evening so people
could come if they have regular work hours. I'm here representing Upcountry
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Sustainability which I've served as a volunteer on the core committee for three or four
years now.
I did send, this testimony was sent in, I just wanted to come here and, and speak it
publicly.
Dear Chair Gladys Baisa and Members of the Maui County Council,
We, the Core Group of Upcountry Sustainability, strongly urge the Council to
include and respect the recommendations approved by both the GPAC and
the Planning Commission for the Implementation Program of the Maui Island
Plan.
The community conversations over many years culminated in a plan that fulfills
the wishes of the community. We believe the community has spoken, and in
and is generally agreed on this. To protect the environment and the nature of
our villages and towns, strong legislation is essential. It must include language
that gives clear and specific direction to establish priorities and provide
accountability.
We ask the Maui County Council to reintroduce the
recommendations made by the General Plan Advisory Committee.
Thank you for your consideration,
Upcountry Sustainability Core Committee.
Thank you very much.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need to clarify?
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair [sic]. Thank you, Ms. Bruch for being
here. I'm not sure if you were here when we discussed, you're saying please
consider the recommendations of the GPAC?
MS. BRUCH: Correct. I know that there, I know you all received a lot of email testimony
that included, I can read them off to you.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, I understand that. These are purported to be
recommendations. They, actually the GPAC didn't vote on this one item. It's the only
item that they didn't vote on.
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MS. BRUCH: Well, I can give you, since there's some confusion, I can read the ones that
we would like for you to put back in the plan.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: No, we have that. We have plenty of that.
MS. BRUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: We, we are going to be considering that. But, I just wanted
to, you weren't here when the, we discussed that with the Chair of the-MS. BRUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --GPAC, that they did not vote on this.
MS. BRUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
MS. BRUCH: Thank you for the clarification.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any further clarification needed? Seeing none, Ms. Bruch, thank you.
MS. BRUCH: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: John Fitzpatrick, to be followed by Rosemary Robbins.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MR. JOHN FITZPATRICK:
Good evening. Thank you County Councilmembers for being here to listen to our
testimony, and represent the people of Maui. I'm here to urge you guys to pass, or to
pass the Implementation Plan that was proposed by the GPAC, because it was a
bottom up proposal where people went around and got testimony from thousands of
residents. And, people put input on what they felt was the best way that Maui can
move forward.
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And, a lot of the implementation from the Planning Director apparently redlined a lot
of the proposals by the people of Maui that actually wanted things like little
community work groups to meet in their communities and design how, for example,
Kihei might move forward in developing, especially since it's like exploding right now.
Or how Lahaina could move forward in developing as well.
And, I just really urge you guys to take the advice of like Dick Mayer and Lucienne
deNaie, and all the GPAC Committee members and pass that Implementation Plan
that they proposed. So, thank you very much and have a good evening.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Members, any need to clarify the testimony? Seeing none, thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Rosemary Robbins.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.

MS. ROSEMARY ROBBINS:
Hello everybody. Just would like to caution you about having any solid irreversible
confidence in the word "shall". I agree, it's light-years ahead of some of the other
ones that have gone on. But, you know, we had a bill passed here that said that
Hamakuapoko water shall not be used as potable water. Guess what it is? It's a
back-up plan for our potable water Upcountry at this point.
The Mayor, at that time, the Council, I'm pretty sure it was unanimously, voted that in,
"shall not be used". And yet, it got withered away. It's going to take something more
than the word that "shall" is a word that should definitely be in there. But, it's going to
take all sorts of oversight and the ability to be able to have the will of the people
expressed by the Councilmembers, which did happen. But, the Mayor at the time,
the Mayor now did not sign that. Just let it go through? So, there was sort of an act
of omission, if we can make that a statement. And, here we are living with the
aftermath. So, whatever you're going to do in terms of getting that in to "shall", you're
going to have to crack a whip somehow on that to make sure that that is carried
through the principle of all that.
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Remember, by way of water all things find life. I don't think it's good enough to see
that picture in the paper that we had about the fact that let's celebrate that the
Upcountry ag water supply is wet. That's what happens with water. I mean some
things are given. All right so, so let's just make sure that we do all the energizing that
needs to happen in order to get the things that are in this that we're speaking to
tonight on the General Plan and on the whole GPAC thing. That we make sure that
we follow that up with support of actions for the good work that has been done by so
many in that. Thank you. Thank you for everybody who has done that work.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, any need to clarify the testimony? Seeing none, thank you again.
MS. ROBBINS: You're welcome.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Dick Mayer.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
(Councilmember Guzman was excused from the public hearing at 7:40 p.m.)

MR. DICK MAYER:
Good evening, Madam Chair, Councilmembers. I first want to thank you all for
meeting with me this week. It was enjoyable for me to get to hear your impressions
and then to have a dialogue with you and I, I thank you very much for that.
I'd like to just go over the history of the process by which this document has come to
you. Most of it you know, but I just want to emphasize certain things. The document
began around 2003 with the Maui Economic Development Board going out to the
community finding out what do people of Maui want for their future. Seventeen
hundred people in focus groups all over the County were asked. That input went in to
the process.
The County paid for 24 or so consultants to do studies on water, infrastructure, scenic
things, parks, each of the major areas that went into it and the Planning Director
himself prepared the first draft, the first of the planning directors.
(Councilmember Guzman returned to the public hearing at 7:41 p.m.)
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MR. MAYER: That material went to the GPAC which you selected and the Mayor selected,
and they met over and over again in every community multiple times, not once; on
week, weekends, on evenings.
We met all over the place. We got, as people said, not hundreds, but actually
thousands of testifiers over the period that we met. Ms. Baisa sat through many of
those meetings. I know Ms. Cochran and others of you came in occasionally.
Finally, we met. We made our recommendations. That recommendation was a
result of all the meetings and discussion, and recommendations we made, and that
went to the Planning Director at the time. And, the Planning Director then ended up
passing it on to the Maui Planning Commission.
But, before I go any further, let me talk about that last chapter, the Implementation
chapter. Mr. Couch keeps raising the issue about the chapter. That chapter was
looked at by the Investigative Review Committee, made up of I think eight people
were on that Committee. They looked at it. We were told that we did not have any
more time. We would, we'd run out of time, we had a very fixed time limit. And, so
they said we could not sit and have the discussion that we would wanted.
But the whole Committee did recommend that the recommendations to the IRC
should be part of our recommendations to the Planning Commission and to the
County, and to the Council. So, those are recommendations that came forth from the
Committee. But, I agree with you, they were not voted on by the entire GPAC, but
they were represented by a body selected by the GPAC to develop them.
The Planning Commission got a set of recommendations from another Planning
Director. And, that Planning Director then made his recommendations that the
Planning Commission went on and submitted their, their recommendations to the
Planning Committee.
But, it didn't go directly to the Planning Committee of the Council. A new Planning
Director came aboard who had not sat through all of those meetings, who had not sat
through the Planning Commission meetings, who had not sat through the GPAC
meetings. And he made his recommendation, and what he did was, he chopped off
many, many items that were in the recommendations, the previous bodies. Whole
pages were just eliminated; several pages were eliminated.
And the Planning Committee, your Planning Committee never looked at the GPAC
version. It never looked at the Planning Commission's version. It didn't even look at
the Planning Director's redline version; only it looked at the clean version that was
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there. And that's very unfortunate that you folks never had a chance to see all the
deletions because without seeing them you couldn't vote yes or no on those items.
Lastly, I just want to say that the CIP portion of this document is only a page and a
half long. When Mayor Arakawa came into office, the first thing he said to several of
us was this plan is really lacking in the financial strength that it needs to be in
operation. We should have revenues, we should have where the project is going. A
page and a half in every single priority, in the County priority is number one. That's
not prioritization. You folks passed a, a list of priorities. There were four number
two's, they're all State projects. So, you took every County project, you made it
number one, that's not prioritization.
What I'm asking you all to do is please compromise. Do not take the draft that came
out of the Planning Committee and say it's cast a stone. Take each of the items
you've heard tonight, recommend it, and vote on those. And I thank you very much.
And I'm sorry I went overtime. But, I think it's very important that, that this information
be clarified. I thank you for your time.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Mayer.
Members, any need for clarification of the testimony? Seeing none, Mr. Mayer thank
you, and thank you for all your hard work.
MR. MAYER: And I want to thank all of you for putting up with us over many, many years.
We were appointed in 2005, just to put a perspective on it, when we first had
developed the Countywide Policy Plan, then this and we waited to the end. We hope
you do a good job and do something that this County deserves. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: You know it's interesting what you're mentioning. You know, we said this
plan was good till 2030. We got like 15 years left.
MR. MAYER: Yea.
CHAIR BAISA: We'll be doing this again soon.
MR. MAYER: Exactly.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
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MR. MAYER: Thank you. Oh, but I, I just was, I did pass in testimony. And that, the
version I gave you was the Ramseyer'd version that you should have seen, you
should have been using, and I went through and . . . it. And when you look at the
testimony you'll see how much stuff you never really got to talk about.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Just, I wanted to correct, the, the Committee
members did see and had it with their, the Ramseyer'd version with their clean
version as well. So, it's kind of disingenuous that you said that they didn't see it.
They had it all in one bundle so that they could look at both.
MR. MAYER: And, they had it but they didn't use it at the meeting.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, guys. Any further need for clarification? Seeing none, thank you,
Mr. Mayer.
MR. MAYER: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, I don't know if you, if you would like, let's take a very brief recess.
Please do not leave your chairs, okay. We'll be in recess for just a minute.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 7:46 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 7:47 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA, AND VICE-CHAIR CARROLL, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR BAISA: Will the meeting please come back to order.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Madam Chair, there are no further individuals signed up to testify in the
Council chamber. If there is any additional individuals in the chamber or at the
District Offices who would like to offer testimony, please identify yourself at the, to the
appropriate staff and proceed to the testimony lectern or the District Office phone at
this time.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Clerk, it appears we have a testifier. If you would please come to the
podium please.
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MR. JASEE LAU:
Good evening.
CHAIR BAISA: Good evening.
MR. LAU: All my brothers and sisters on Maui, me Ilamo Jasee Lau. I just wanted to
second all the-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: May we have his name please, Ms., Madam Chair.
MR. LAU: Me Ilamo Jasee Lau. J-A-S-E-E L-A-U.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. Thank you, sir.
CHAIR BAISA: Jasee, if you could get a little closer to the mic please.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yea, cause I cannot hear on this end.
CHAIR BAISA: Hard to hear.
MR. LAU: I just wanted you all, thank you all for being here tonight. And, I just want to
second the notions of the honorable representative of the Kula Community
Association, Dick Mayer.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
Members, any questions? Seeing none, thank you.
Mr. Clerk, is there anyone else?
COUNTY CLERK: Nobody in the chamber, Madam Chair. Going to the District Offices.
Hana Office, is there any additional testifiers?
MS. LONO: The Hana Office has no one waiting to testify.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Lanai Office, is there anyone wanting to testify?
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MS. FERNANDEZ: There is no one waiting to testify on Lanai.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Molokai Office, is there anyone wanting to testify? Molokai?
MS. ALCON: There's no one here on Molokai waiting to testify.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Madam Chair, there are no additional individuals in the District Offices nor the
chamber who wish to testify.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Clerk. Have we received any written testimony?
COUNTY CLERK: Madam Chair, we have received written testimony.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, without objection, I'd like to enter all of that written testimony into
the record.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
THERE BEING NO OBJECTION, WRITTEN TESTIMONY RECEIVED
FROM THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS WERE MADE A PART OF
THE RECORD OF THIS PUBLIC HEARING.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Richard Pohle;
M. J. Partin;
Mike Moran;
John Blumer-Buell;
Daniel Kanahele;
Suellen Barton;
Harriet Witt;
Bobbie Becker;
Deborah Smith;
Upcountry Sustainability Core Group;
Dick Mayer;
Alana Kay;
Robert W. Riebling;
Realtors Association of Maui, Inc.;
Janine Calvert Biagi;
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Joan Boswell;
Bonnie Marsh;
Sara Behrendt;
Katharine Hartwig Dahl;
Eloise Engman;
Francis Kane;
Jana McMahon;
Janet L. Morel;
Becky Sydney;
Olaf Behrendt;
Roxanne Darling;
Bobbie Best;
Henry Vandervelde;
Pam Daoust, Maalaea Community Association;
Ashlie Lehuahana Vander Velde;
Cynthia Conrad;
Gerry Dameron;
Tim Wolfe;
Roger Greene;
Jennifer Bonadio;
Shelley Maddigan, Kula Community Association;
Tamara Paltin;
James R. Smith;
Barbara Barry;
Mike Foley;
Kapulani Antonio;
Greg Owens;
Christine Andrews;
Wallette Pellegrino;
Denise Key; and
Stan Franco.

CHAIR BAISA: And I'd like to ask you one more thing, Members, before we conclude. We
would like to offer the Director of the Planning Department a very short period of time
to respond to some of the things that were mentioned tonight because we think it'll
help the people that came.
You know, the Chair is really, really appreciative of the community, and all of the
written testimony, and all of the testimony that we have received tonight. It's a night
when everybody would rather stay home and snuggle in front of the TV or whatever.
But, you made the effort and I really, really want to thank our community; that's really
important. It tells us how much we care about our community.
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And, Members, it's, it's up to you, if you want to conclude we'll concude [sic]. You
want to spend no more than 15 minutes in listening to Mr. Spence and I don't intend
to give him that long. We can do that, up to you. Are there any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections, Madam Chair. Let him speak.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, thank you very much.
Mr. Spence, if you have any remarks you'd like to make. You know this is unusual
but we like to do unusual things here. Now remember, you're on a clock, okay?
PLANNING DIRECTOR WILLIAM SPENCE: Yes, Madam Chair. And I know you, you keep
track.
CHAIR BAISA: I do.
PLANNING DIRECTOR: Thank you Members, excuse me, Councilmembers. I've reviewed
some of the, the, I mean I'm here listening to the testimony, but I also reviewed the
primary written testimony that makes recommendations please restore this, please
restore that.
The, maybe just a couple of things on this; I'm not opposed to some of the things that
were recommended by the GPAC. I think those things are absolutely fine. What
people may not understand, here we are dealing with the General Plan, but we also
have other parts of the law that deal with some of these things.
For instance, the, the GPAC recommendation, all studies and documents more than
five years prior, etc., considered out of date. As a matter of course already in the
Planning Department, if for some reason an application takes an extraordinarily long
time, and sometimes they do and sometimes, I mean the, the regular entitlement
process if you have to go to Land Use Commission is between seven and ten years,
we will get updates for some of the studies.
We look at these things if they're necessary. I mean, traffic will change over that
course of time. And we'll say, hey, you guys you better update your traffic. Things
like archaeology, if it's done correctly, I mean if it's, if it's a good plan and SHPD and
everything signs off on it, why is it out of date? What has changed on the land that
hasn't already been uncovered?
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Drainage, maybe. You know, topography doesn't change except maybe if other
things have already been built around that particular project. But, most of the time
that's not the case. So, already as a matter of course we, we make those required
updates to different plans or different studies.
The best place, and I, I agree, it, it would be better if it was, was more specific. And,
when we do the update in our zoning code, because there's a specific part of our
zoning code that deals with the application process. There would be, it would be
great if there was a section in there that says the, the Planning Department may
require updates to certain studies. I think that's a great idea and we'll take that, we're
already starting to, to write a draft of that section of the code.
The EIS, EA, and EIS documents prepared by consultants so their neutral, that would
all, that could also go in 19.510 in the, in the way that we process applications. I
must say though, the, I have friends in Los Angeles who in one in particular she has
been involved in literally hundreds of EA's and EIS's, and you have to remember just
in Los Angeles County alone there's 70 incorporated cities. And each one of those
cities has different requirements for these kinds of documents. And I asked her
specifically this question, does this work? And she goes no, not really.
It's, and you have to remember the pool of consultants in Southern California is
immense. There's a lot of consultants to choose from. So, you would like to think it
was less biased, but she goes, you just, you get good consultants and you get bad
consultants, and that's the way it goes. We, the pool of consultants here in Maui and
in Hawaii is much smaller so you're going to see the same consultants whether it's
paid for by the developer or whether it's going to be paid for, you know, if the
Planning Department hires them and then it's paid for by the developer. But, you
know, that, that's a good place for it to be in, when we update 19.510.
The, the, there was a comment that there's no monitoring. That's not correct. In 19,
in 280B, 2.80B, there's a requirement that we submit an annual report to the County
Council on the implementation, the progress on the implementation of the plan. So,
we're going to go through all those implementing actions, not just the ones of the
Planning Department, but of all the different County agencies, and we're going to, we
have to talk to each one of those agencies and present that in a report to the County
Council. And of course, that's a public document. The Planning Committee at that
time will be taking those things up.
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The, to me if the, the GPAC tables that, Tables 9-1 and 9-2 that, that say the different
possible funding sources, that's, I mean if, if the Council decides to put those back in
that's absolutely fine. Those are just proposed suggested funding sources. And, I'll
leave it at that.
The, all future community plan and zoning entitlements shall have a fixed time limit.
We had a Corporation Counsel opinion, and I looked for it just before the meeting and
couldn't find it. But, it, it says that if you're going to adopt an entitlement by
legislation, you also need a legislative act to revert it to somebody to something else.
The, and probably what we're going to say is say Residential R-3. If you just void
that entitlement, where does that leave it? So, you actually have to revert it back to
something, and that takes another legislative act to do that. So, it's, you know, the
comment that the, the Planning Commission has time limits, that's on, on permits;
that's not on legal entitlements that you're giving to land.
The Land Use Commission, also, they have reporting requirements back to the Land
Use Commission. They just don't have a time limit and revert it back to say whatever
it was, agriculture. So, it, that's, I understand the intent, but it's not quite that easy to
just say, okay, something's void.
I would also say the, the, the point of the, the, the Council's practice has been for
especially large entitlements to require a report back to the County Council on an
annual basis. And, I've been in Land Use Committee meetings where those things
have been brought up and explanations given. And, I think that's a perfectly fine
reporting requirement in, in a lot of cases.
The, the thought that there should be a permanent community plan advisory
committees-CHAIR BAISA: Five minutes.
PLANNING DIRECTOR: Yes, ma'am. The, right now, I mean like I said the, the, it takes
seven to ten years to get through the entitlement process. When you add another
layer of that, of this kind of thing, it adds more time to the entitlement process. The,
right now to go to the Hana Advisory Committee takes about, adds about another
seven months. I checked with staff on that, they looked at some records, it adds
about seven months on to the, the process. If an applicant is paying a mortgage
whatever, that's, it takes that much more time, that much more, anymore payments
without being able to use your land.
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I would also say it would require more staff, I mean we would have to, you know, find
money for it somewhere. Right now, we have about 20 people in the Planning
Department, including clerical who are, basically staff our boards and commissions.
Adding another, you know, five or six boards to the, to the roster that would, you
know, if the Council wants to that's, you know, that's going to be more staffing
requirements to handle that. It would probably also require at least one other County
attorney because we send County attorneys to all our boards and commissions.
So, those are my comments. I, I do think some of these are really good ideas. I just
think this is the wrong place for those. There's County code that deals with a lot of
the things that have been suggested and we should probably take those up in those
sections. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. Spence.
Chair was derelict and I did not ask if it was okay for me to close testimony for this
evening. All, any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR BAISA: So ordered, Mr. Clerk, we've done it.
And, I'd like to thank you Mr. Spence for your remarks. We're not going to have a
debate here tonight. But, I wanted to honor the folks that came and have spent so
much time in making suggestions, and to let you know that we take your input very
seriously. And I know that Mr. Spence will be looking at it and so will the Members
before we make a decision. So, any further business, Mr. Clerk? That's it?
COUNTY CLERK: No further business for the Council, Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you.
Members, I'd like to thank you very much for coming out on the rainy evening also. I
really appreciate all of you being here. And, without further business, before the
Committee, the meeting is adjourned.
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ADJOURNMENT
The Public Hearing of May 14, 2014 was adjourned by the Chair at 8:02 p.m.

DENNIS A. MATE'I, COUNTY CLERK
COUNTY OF MAU , STATE OF HAWAII
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